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A Greek Alphabetarion:A Primer for Teaching
How to Read,Write, and Pronounce Ancient
and Biblical Greek, by Harvey Bluedorn.
Muscatine, Iowa:Trivium Pursuit, 2004. 158 pp.
$25.00. ISBN 0-9743616-9-0.
Reviewed by Paul Nixon, Public Services/System
Librarian,Mount Vernon Nazarene University,Mount
Vernon, OH
In the scene in which young Dorothy inquires
how to start the journey to the Emerald City to
see the Wizard of Oz, Glinda, the good witch of
the North, advises her that it was best to start at
the beginning. The premise of Mr. Bluedorn’s
Greek Alphabetarion is that for students to learn
Greek, it is important to start at the beginning,
that is, to learn the basics of the Greek language,
its alphabet, its symbols and sounds, vowel 
combinations, and how the letters form syllables
and words. Lack of understanding and mastery of
these basics will impede mastery of Greek 
grammar and language.
Harvey Bluedorn is the author of several
resources written for those who desire to apply
Christian classical education to homeschooling.
So why study Greek? Bluedorn reasons that it
provides a “broader understanding of language
and culture. Mental discipline. A tool to study
scripture.” (p. 14)
A Greek Alphabetarion is divided into three parts.
Part one includes an overview the Greek 
alphabet and introduces the signs and sounds of
the alphabet. Following every four or six letters
are review pages for the letters just covered and
practice exercises in the writing and sounding of
each letter. This part concludes by covering
vowel combinations, or Diphthongs.
Part two is for the student who has learned the
alphabet and now wants to learn to read 
and sound out Greek letters and syllables.
Transliteration tables show the Greek 
consonants, vowels and diphthongs and 
corresponding English pronunciations. Also
included are review activities and selected texts
from the Bible in Greek with English translations
in order to practice pronunciation.
Part three is intended for older children and
adults, providing a deeper understanding of 
phonetics and articulation, covering mutes,
semi-vowels and vowels in more detail. Review
sheets and other activities are also included.
The appendix contains a brief discussion of the
history of languages and the different periods of
the Greek language. An added bonus is the 
pronunciation CD included in the back of 
the book.
A Greek Alphabetarion would be an excellent
primer for children or adults who need the basics
of the Greek alphabet before moving to more
intensive study of Greek grammar and language.
The book is appropriate for individual study or
in a classroom setting. Recommended for college
or university libraries whose institutions offer
beginning Greek courses.
Jesus Driven Ministry, by Ajith Fernando,
Wheaton, Ill: Crossway Books, 2002. 255pp.
$19.99 ISBN 1-58134-445-7.
Reviewed by Jeff Gates, Head Librarian, Faith Baptist
Bible College and Theological Seminary,Ankeny, IA
Upon first seeing or hearing the title Jesus Driven
Ministry, one is immediately reminded of Rick
Warren’s book The Purpose-Driven Church. In
Expositor & Review (Volume 100, Issue 3,
Summer 2003), Roland G. Kuhl of Northern
Baptist Theological Seminary criticizes the
author of this book for emphasizing principles
instead of a vital relationship with Christ. I 
disagree and conclude that the chief difference
between this book and many other books 
like Warren’s is the emphasis upon the Person 
of Christ.
Fernando, the Director of Youth for Christ in Sri
Lanka since 1976, wrote this book to give a more
biblical approach to church leaders than is 
currently practiced.He is critical of the sociological
emphasis and methodology used by many church
leaders and claims that this approach has caused
many of those leaders to suffer from burn out,
moral lapses, and discouragement. The author,
who works primarily in pastoral care and 
teaching, uses the Gospel of Mark to present the
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ministry of Jesus as a model for ministry today.
He fills his books with scripture, words and
examples from past and present Christian leaders
and biblical scholars, and his own experiences.
The book’s fourteen chapter include these titles:
Identifying with People, Empowered by the
Spirit, Affirmed by God, Retreating from
Activity, Affirming the Will of God, Saturated in
the Word, Facing Wild Animals (opponents),
Bearing Good News, Growing in a Team,
Discipling Younger Leaders, Launching Disciples
into Ministry, Ministering to the Sick and
Demon-Possessed,Visiting Homes, and Praying.
He has placed end notes and an index of names,
titles, and subjects at the end of the book.
The book is heartily recommended to pastors
and church leaders.
There Shall Be No Poor Among You, by Leslie
J. Hoppe. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2004.
197pp. $22.00. ISBN 0-687-00059-9.
Reviewed by Andrew D. Streett, Assistant Director 
of Library Services, Criswell College, Dallas,TX
Hoppe, Professor of Old Testament Studies at
Catholic Theological Union at Chicago, surveys
the motifs of the poor and poverty through the
Bible “to determine how the Bible can help 
individual believers and communities of faith
shape their response to the poor and poverty
today” (p.7). He gives an added depth of 
meaning to the relevant biblical passages by
examining their historical contexts in ancient
Israel and Roman Palestine, taking into account
how those cultures viewed the poor.
The book contains eight chapters plus an 
introduction and conclusion. Each chapter treats
a major division of literature and its views of the
poor and poverty.The author divides the chapters
between the Torah, the Former Prophets, the
Latter Prophets, Wisdom Literature, the Psalms,
Apocalyptic Literature, the New Testament, and
the Rabbinic Tradition. Not only does Hoppe
address passages where the poor or poverty are
explicitly mention, but he also treats those where
those topics are present in the background. He is
to be commended for discussing portions of
apocryphal, intertestamental, and rabbinic 
literature in addition to canonical texts since 
this gives a more complete context to the 
scriptural passages.
The volume includes adequate endnotes, a select
bibliography, and a scripture index. The author
includes questions for reflection at the end of
each chapter, which enhances its usefulness in 
a college or seminary course. This book is 
recommended for college and seminary libraries.
A History of Preaching, by O.C. Edwards Jr.
Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2004. 879 pp. $65.00
ISBN: 0-687-03864-2.
Reviewed by Jeff Gates, Head Librarian, Faith Baptist
Bible College and Theological Seminary,Ankeny, IA
O.C. Edwards Jr. took 18 years to write A History
of Preaching to impress upon pastors, scholars, and
students of homiletics the importance of 
preaching. He is an ordained priest in the
Episcopal Church and a former professor of
Homiletics at Seabury-Western Theological
Seminary where he served as president and dean.
Edwards wrote this volume because he could
find no other book about the history of preaching
that was truly comprehensive. He used hundreds
of primary sources to form a narrative history of
Christian preaching from Hellenistic and Jewish
roots in the New Testament to the late 20th
Century. Each chapter ends with a bibliography
and scores of endnotes, and the book ends with
an appendix on Pietism and Scripture and
Subject indexes. The enclosed CD-ROM
(Volume 2) contains nearly 600 additional pages
of primary source material geared to each 
chapter of the book and includes introductions
that place them in historical context and point 
to their particular contribution.
Evangelical readers will notice that Edwards is
not of their stripe. In the first chapter he reveals
his acceptance of biblical higher criticism, and in
the final chapter he offers the “New
Homileticians” view of modern preaching 
without any reference to conservative views.
Edwards also refers to very few evangelical works
throughout the book. With this in mind, the
preacher or student will find A History of
Preaching a helpful addition to their libraries. In
all fairness, there is even coverage of all types of
preaching and preachers of various persuasions.
This book would be a great resource for Bible
college and seminary libraries. It was honored as
the Book of the Year for 2004 by The Academy
of Perish Clergy, and Beverly Zink-Sawyer of
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Union-PSCE labeled the work “outstanding” in
Interpretation (January 2006).
Transforming Bible Study, by Bob Grahmann.
Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2003. 144 pp.
$11.00 ISBN 0-8308-1123-0.
Reviewed by Leslie Starasta, Information Services
Librarian, Lincoln Christian College & Seminary,
Lincoln, IL
Transforming Bible Study seeks to share with the
average Christian in the pew that Bible study can
be exciting and life-changing. Debunked are the
ideas that knowledge of Greek and Hebrew, or
how to do word studies is a prerequisite to
engaging in profitable Bible study. This short
introductory work begins with several chapters
on why Bible study should be an important
component of every Christian’s life. After 
exciting the reader concerning the life-changing
power of God’s word, the remainder of the book
shares the principles of Bible study as seen by this
author. The author, Bob Grahmann, advocates
the use of manuscript study with chapter, verse,
and paragraph divisions removed.
Personal stories and scriptural examples are inter-
mingled throughout the book to demonstrate
how to apply these principles and how this
method may lead to exciting Bible Study. The
bulk of the book presents principles that are
appropriate for use in personal Bible study.
However, throughout the book examples are
interspersed on how these techniques could be
used in leading a group Bible study. At the con-
clusion of the book, a brief chapter is devoted
specifically to using the described principles in
personal study and a second chapter on applying
the principles in group study. Exercises are 
provided at the end of each chapter to help
individuals or groups put the principles into
practice. Several appendices are also included
which provide sample responses to the exercises.
C.S. Lewis’s Case for Christ, by Art Lindsley.
Downers Grove, Ill: InterVarsity Press, 2005. 216
pp. $14.00. ISBN 0-8308-3285-8.
Reviewed by Amanda M. Flower, Technical Services
Librarian,Mount Vernon Nazarene University,Mount
Vernon, OH
C.S. Lewis was a man with opinions, and he was
never too afraid to express those opinions in his
writings and speech. In C.S. Lewis’s Case for
Christ, Art Lindsley, a senior fellow at the C.S.
Lewis Institute in Springfield Virginia, gathers
insights from Lewis’s apologetic and fictional
works and presents a clear and readable text 
of Lewis’s opinions of rationalism, relativism,
postmodernism, and faith in Jesus Christ.
A fictional short story runs through the entirety
of book as Lindsley begins and ends each 
chapter with the hypothetical questions and 
concerns from members of a Lewis book group.
The group includes an atheist, a pantheist, a
Christian, and several others with varying faith
and social backgrounds. With each question the
members of the group raise, Lindsely addresses
very real topics in today’s world, such as tolerance
and parenting, and demonstrates how Lewis’s
writing can still apply to today’s dilemmas.
In the second chapter, Lindsley details Lewis’s
obstacles to faith and explains that despite those
obstacles, some of which were hard to overcome,
most notably the death of Lewis’s mother when
he was a young child, Lewis chose Christianity.
Following the second chapter, Lindsley breaks his
chapters into broad topics, such as “the problem
of evil,” “myth,” and “imagination.” He uses
examples from Lewis’s fiction, his scholarly work,
and his private letters to support his analysis of
Lewis’s point of views on the subjects. The
Chronicles of Narnia are referred to often as are
Letters to Malcolm.
Suitable for armchair theologians and learned
scholars, this book is an easy and understandable
read that does not require intimate knowledge of
C.S. Lewis’s work. It would be a valuable 
introduction to the theology and faith of Lewis
to undergraduate students and a worthy addition
to any academic library.
Destiny for God’s Child: God’s Purpose for
Creating Man and Man’s Responsibility to
God, by Eric Brown. Fairfax,VA: Xulon Press,
2003. 126 pp. $20.99 ISBN: 1-591604-77-X.
Reviewed by Jeff Gates, Head Librarian, Faith Baptist
Bible College and Theological Seminary,Ankeny, IA
I was intrigued with the subtitle to this book
“God’s purpose for creating man and man’s
responsibility to God” because I am very 
interested in the subject of purpose and assessing
my own life in light of that purpose. I was 
disappointed, however. Let me tell you why.
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In examining the back cover, I discover that the
author is given no credentials except to say that
he “is an evangelist who goes where the Spirit of
God leads.” This is good, except the author 
discounts the hard work of scholarship by saying
he “believes that the only credential of any 
significance is that of the Holy Spirit being 
living and active in his person” and “[a]nything
other than this is an unworthy credential as far as
the Kingdom of God is concerned.” When I
skimmed through the book, I could tell why he
said this.The author refers to several Bible verses,
but offers interpretations that are questionable
without any explanation. For example, he claims
that demons once had bodies, but lost them
because they followed Satan. He writes that
God’s will and authority is limited by man’s free
will and states that “neither Satan nor God can
work in your life without your consent.” The
author states that a Christian’s real purpose is to
restore the earth from the power of Satan by
exercising the authority given by Jesus Christ and
that not to do so is “robbing God of His rest.”
The author also makes many fine distinctions
with little, if any, justification. For example, he
writes that it is important to make distinctions
between heart, soul, spirit, and conscience yet
gives no explanation or support.
This book is really just a long sermon. It may be
useful as a devotional tool for those who agree
with the author’s claims, but is of very little worth
to anyone else.This book is not recommended.
Sky Songs II: Spiritual SF, ed. by Steve Stanton.
Orilla, Ontario, Canada: Sky Song, 2005. 236 pp.
$15.95. ISBN 0-9680502-3-9.
Reviewed by Werner A. Lind, Asst. Library Director,
Bluefield College, Bluefield,VA
Since all the stories in the previous Sky Songs
anthology (reviewed in TCL 46 #2) were drawn
from the first ten years of the Canadian Christian
fiction journal Dreams and Visions, one might
wonder if the less than four years since then
would furnish enough material for a collection
of equal quality. That concern is unfounded;
editor Stanton has taken all but six of the 17 
stories here, written mostly from 1998-2004,
from other magazines. Again, however, all the
stories are by Christian authors, though not all
have explicitly religious themes and not all are
stereotypical sanitized “Christian fiction,” and
Stanton’s definition of “SF” again runs the gamut
from science fiction, through fantasy and super-
natural fiction, to surrealism and the “ordinary”
world viewed through a lens that captures its
wonder and strangeness. Overall, the quality of
this collection is even higher than that of its
predecessor.
Six contributors to the first anthology are 
represented here as well: Stanton himself, Fred
McGavran, Donna Farley, Andrew Seddon,
Cherith Baldry, and Michael Vance. The others
are rising talents from the U.S., Canada, and
Brazil. An appendix supplies background 
information about each one, though I found at
least one factual error there: Seddon’s novel
Imperial Legions (Broadman, 2000) is historical
fiction, not science fiction.
Two of the included stories, Farley’s
“TreeDance” and McGavran’s “The Butterfly
Collector,” have won significant awards (the 2004
World Guild Canadian Christian Writing Award
and the 2003 Raymond Carver Award,
respectively).A third, Douglas Smith’s “The Red
Bird,” was a finalist in 2002 for the Aurora Award
(Canada’s equivalent of the Nebula Award),
which Smith won in 2004. Neil Ellis Orts’
“Roach” is another particularly outstanding
story; but all 17 will find enthusiastic, appreciative
readers in any college or public library. Highly
recommended.
Here I Stand, by T.N. Mohan. Worcester, PA:
Vision Video, 800-523-0226 www.visionvideo.com
2005.Video. 157 min. $24.99.
Reviewed by Karen L. Straube, Head, Technical
Services Dept., George Fox University, Newberg, OR
T.N. Mohan, who also produced and directed the
award-winning documentary on Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, Hanged on a Twisted Cross, has made
another excellent documentary.This one focuses
on Martin Luther, whose study of the Bible and
questioning of the established Church led to the
Reformation. The two parts of the DVD focus
on his life and legacy, and are followed by a bonus
feature,“In the Footsteps of Martin Luther”.
Beginning with the influence of his parents and
early home life, Part One progresses through the
key events in Luther’s life and how they led to
the formation of his theology. The narration is
accompanied by artwork as well as footage of the
places where Luther lived and worked, giving it
a welcome depth by providing both historical
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and modern-day context. Part Two focuses on
the legacy of Luther’s life: his role in the Peasant’s
Uprising, how his marriage influenced the
Christian family; how his hymn-writing and
reexamination of the sacraments led to changes
in the church service, and the schisms of
Protestantism which arose even during his 
lifetime.
“In the Footsteps of Martin Luther” takes a
whirlwind tour through ten towns in Germany,
stopping at the buildings that Luther lived in and
frequented. Many connections between Luther
and other historical figures are established using
this approach, such as the Eisenach connection
between Luther and Johann Sebastian Bach.This
bonus feature would be useful for someone 
planning a visit to Germany, and is also welcome
for those who cannot make the journey 
themselves.
The film has an unapologetic Christian (and
Protestant) perspective, from the way Luther’s
theological beliefs shaped and were shaped by his
life, down to the last section of Part One which
contains an invitation to know Christ. Viewers
who have seen the 2003 movie, Luther, will find
the background information provided in 
this film very helpful. This film is highly 
recommended.
Video Genesis with Max McLean. Convent
Station, NJ: Fellowship for the Performing Arts,
1998. 113 minutes. $19.95. ISBN 1931047081.
Reviewed by Sharon Hinton RN, BSN, LP,
Librarian, First United Methodist Church,
Floydada,TX
This is an excellent live dramatization of the first
book of the Bible – Genesis. Max McLean’s 
talent for storytelling shines forth in this video!
He makes each verse and character come alive
with only his talent and a stage backdrop.
McLean remains true to the scripture and draws
the audience into the emotion and excitement of
the story of creation and man’s banishment from
the garden. I highly recommend this video drama
and applaud McLean’s talent for bringing 
scripture to life in a personal and believable
manner. This video is appropriate for 
congregational and academic libraries and would
be a top choice for small group bible study as
well as a benefit for anyone seeking to 
understand the book of Genesis on a deeper
level. McLean makes clear the teachings of
Genesis in a humorous and entertaining manner.
Video Series Book by Book Old Testament:
Exodus, with co-hosts Richard Bewes and 
Paul Blackham and guest Joseph Steinberg.
Worcester, PA: Vision Video, 800-523-0226
www.visionvideo.com 2003. 172 minutes. $34.99.
Reviewed by Sharon Hinton RN, BSN, LP,
Librarian, First United Methodist Church,
Floydada,TX
Vision Video has produced another excellent
selection in their study of the Old Testament.
Guest Joseph Steinberg is the director of ‘Jews for
Jesus’ in the United Kingdom. Hosts, Bewes,
rector of All Souls Church in London and
Blackham, a theologian, cover the forty chapters
of Exodus in ten, approximately fifteen minute
segments. The accompanying study guide is 
written by Blackham and includes in each Bible
study segment key truths, short discussion of
content, additional questions, and daily reading
suggestions.Also in the study guide discussion of
the tabernacle are interesting diagrams and 
drawings of the building design and furnishings.
The video follows a straightforward discussion
format that will not appeal to those interested in
entertainment styled Bible study.The discussions
are well thought out and follow scripture.
Steinberg’s insights from a Jewish point of view
are interesting and assist the participant in 
understanding Exodus from the aspect of those
who wrote it. It is appropriate for congregational
and academic libraries as well as small group
Bible study and as a student reference for the
study of Exodus.
Puzzles and Essays from “The Exchange:”
Tricky Reference Questions, by Charles R.
Anderson. New York: Haworth Press, 2003. 215
pp. $14.95. ISBN 0-7890-1762-8.
Reviewed by Charlene Thompson, Reference/
Instruction Librarian, Judson College, Elgin, IL
The Exchange, a column that appeared in RQ and
RUSQ, was a forum where librarians could ask
and answer hard-to-find reference questions.This
book is a compilation of the questions and
answers asked and given in The Exchange. It is
organized into the following categories: Strange
and Common Customs; Popular Sayings;
Quotation; Spurious and Real; Poem Fragments;
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People and Places; Words and Phrases; literary
Connections; Miscellany; and Unanswered
Questions. Anderson edited The Exchange for 15
years and offers insightful commentary and 
additional chapters about libraries and reference
librarianship, which originally appeared the 
column, but were updated for this book.There is
an index that makes it easy to quickly find 
information within the book. Anderson also 
provides references for the answers of the 
questions so that the actual sources with the
answers can be consulted. It is a fun and 
enjoyable book to read, but it is also a valuable
resource. Highly recommended for all reference
collections.
Chronic Pain: Biomedical and Spiritual
approaches, by Harold Koenig. New York:
Haworth Pastoral Press, 2002. 318 pp. $24.95.
ISBN 0789016397.
Reviewed by Sharon Hinton RN, BSN, LP,
Librarian, First United Methodist Church,
Floydada,TX
Dr. Koenig is Director and Founder of the
Center for the Study of Religion/Spirituality
and Health at Duke University. He is particularly
suited to write about chronic pain because he
personally deals with it daily. This book is for
those suffering from chronic pain as well as
healthcare and religious professionals. Aspects
from assessment, medication, alternative therapies,
spiritual approaches, healing, and scripture are
covered. Stories of individuals suffering from 
various types of chronic pain assist the reader to
understand the daily challenges and provide a
practical framework of the pain/coping process.
Complimentary medical and spiritual options for
care are discussed. I especially appreciated the
listing of medications and healing scriptures for
those in chronic pain.
I highly recommend this book as a reference as
well as a source of comfort for anyone suffering
from chronic pain. It is appropriate for personal,
congregational and academic libraries and would
make a good text for pain support groups.
International Perspectives on Pastoral
Counseling, edited by James Reaves Farris.
New York: Haworth Press, 2002. 343pp. $39.95.
ISBN 0-7890-1923-X.
Reviewed by John Jaeger, Reference Librarian, Dallas
Baptist University.
Pastoral counseling usually is considered in the
context of the United States, where counselors
primarily assist clients in one-on-one situations.
In this setting, pastoral counselors address 
psychological problems using the best insights of
well-known theorists, such as Rogers,Adler, and
Allport as well as those from their own particular
theological perspective. This book calls for an
understanding of pastoral counseling that is
much broader, one that embraces the needs
addressed in the international context. The 
chapters cover pastoral counseling as practiced in
the Philippines, South Korea, China, Indonesia,
Latin America, Brazil, and South Africa. Each of
the writers of these chapters has spent several
years counseling in these particular countries, so
they bring first hand experience of the cultural
setting and social dynamics involved. The key
emphasis found in these chapters is the necessity
of caring for the whole person in the 
international setting. Problems related to poverty,
violence, and political oppression tie closely to
those in the psychological and family realms in
these countries. Another emphasis is on the way
those in these countries tend to view life in a
familial and community context, whereas those
in the United States tend to see things from an
individual perspective. This is an insightful 
and helpful book, calling for the reader to see
pastoral counseling in a broader, fuller way.
Recommended for all academic libraries.
Religion, the Community, and the
Rehabilitation of Criminal Offenders, edited
by Thomas P. O’Connor and Nathaniel J.
Pallone. New York: Haworth Press, 2002. 296pp.
$39.95. ISBN 0-7890-1977-9.
Reviewed by John Jaeger, Reference Librarian, Dallas
Baptist University.
Is the prison chaplain important in changing the
behavior of criminal offenders? Do the various
religious activities and services made available
actually bring measurable changes in the lives of
prisoners both while in confinement and after
release into the community? This book is written
to answer questions such as these. Through the
use of empirical studies, the authors show that
religion in fact does make a difference in the
prison setting. Quality research work in this area
has only begun appearing in the past several
years, so these studies are quite important.
Chapters cover such topics as reasons for 
religious involvement, the role of prison 
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chaplains, the role of religion in prison 
adjustment, and shame and religion in the 
rehabilitation of serious offenders. Two chapters
also address the role of Islam in the prison 
setting, finding it helpful for African-American
male offenders but not as helpful for African-
American female offenders.As a whole, the book
affirms the significance of religious activity in
helping prisoners while in incarceration and also
in their lives beyond the prison walls. This is a
work addressing an interesting subject and a
offering a positive message.The book will be of
particular interest to prison chaplains and those
interested in entering that field of ministry.
Others who might find it especially useful are
students in the fields of sociology and social
work. Recommended for academic libraries.
Christianity and the Postmodern Turn: Six
Views, Robert Penner, ed. Grand Rapids, Mich:
Brazos Press, 2005. 240 pp. $19.99. ISBN 
0-58743-108-4.
Reviewed by Philip Estes, Collection Management
Librarian, Palm Beach Atlantic University,West Palm
Beach, FL
Christianity and the Postmodern Turn: Six Views is a
valuable contribution to the analysis of 
postmodernism, the fairly recent replacement 
for modernism as a philosophical framework 
for understanding reality. Considering 
postmodernism is not going away any time soon,
Christian educators need to understand 
something about it.
In his introduction, Penner shares three concerns
that prompted him to engage in the production
of this work. The first is that although “the 
terminology of postmodernism has entered the
Christian lexicon … it is rarely well understood”
(p. 13). Second was his perception that, in their
discussions of the phenomenon, Christian 
scholars were dividing into two camps, in part
because the two sides were not talking to each
other but past each other. The editor’s third 
concern was that the black or white fallacy was
occurring: one could be either a Christian or a
Postmodern, but not both (p. 14), thus creating a
serious risk to whatever unity (still) exists in the
evangelical wing of the Christian church.
The author is fair, he does not stack the deck for
or against postmodernism; for in the essays that
that follow, both proponents and opponents of
postmodernism argue in support of their 
position. Plus, each scholar has an opportunity, in
the response section, to present a rebuttal to an
opponent’s claims.
This book is not for the faint of heart, be 
prepared to spend time with your handy 
dictionary of philosophical terms (or go to a
Website), put on your thinking cap, and let the
little gray cells go to work.This is recommended
for all libraries with disciplines of Biblical studies,
theology, and/or philosophy.
The Face of New Testament Studies: A
Survey of Recent Research, edited by Scot
McKnight and Grant R. Osborne. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2004. 544pp.
$27.99. ISBN 0-8010-2707-1.
Reviewed by John Jaeger, Reference Librarian, Dallas
Baptist University.
The Face of New Testament Studies, while written
by New Testament scholars, is not aimed 
primarily at specialists in the field; it is a book
written to orient non-specialists to recent 
developments in the field of New Testament
study. The contributors provide information on
trends that have taken place over the past 
twenty-five years in their specific sub-disciplines
of New Testament. There are four parts to the
book, addressing the New Testament context,
New Testament hermeneutics (interpretation),
Jesus, and earliest Christianity. While each part
contains at least two chapters, the fourth one
contains by far the largest number – eleven of the
twenty-two chapters. Scholars contributing to
the book are evangelical in perspective and 
highly respected in their fields of study. Several
well-known scholars write chapters in the book,
including James G. D. Dunn, Darrell Bock, Scot
McKnight, Craig Blomberg, and George
Guthrie. Each contributor describes the 
developments in their area in a clear and 
understandable manner. They also provide a
wealth of footnotes, which point to additional
resources for study. Additionally, the work 
contains substantial subject and author indexes.
Those who would benefit from this book
include not only religion professors, but also 
pastors, seminary students, upper-level college
students and others interested in the field. Highly
recommended for academic libraries.
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From the Ground Up: New Testament
Foundations for the 21st Century Church, by
J. Scott Horrell. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Kregel
Publications, 2004. 109 pp. $11.99 ISBN:
0-8254-2891-2.
Reviewed by Jeff Gates, Head Librarian, Faith Baptist
Bible College and Theological Seminary,Ankeny, IA
The author is well qualified to write this book.
He has been involved in church planting and has
pastored five times. He is currently a professor of
theology at Dallas Seminary. He has also taught
in theological seminaries and pastors’ seminars in
several cultures of the world.
Horrell wrote this book to bring the church
back to its scriptural definition and biblical 
functions. He begins by suggesting that many
churches function with four central images that
are not essential to churches, i.e. the church as a
building, the church is what happens on Sunday
morning, the most important thing a church
does is hold a weekly worship service, and the
church employs a full-time pastor. In their place,
he proposes the following four central functions
of the N.T. church: worship, learning, fellowship,
and evangelism/missions. Horrell insists that the
New Testament gives much latitude in the 
practice of these four central functions and 
suggests that churches creatively experiment to
discover more efficient and more relevant ways
to do these functions. In an appendix, the author
raises objections to those who think the church’s
central functions should also be miracles, social
action, and prayer. He concludes the book with a
brief bibliography and scripture index.
From the Ground Up joins a host of other books
that advocate getting back to the basics of New
Testament church ministry. Some would disagree
with Horrell’s disregard for scriptural methods of
church work. Whether one agrees or disagrees
with this, the book would be helpful to anyone
involved in church leadership and ministry.
The Encyclopedia of Christianity, Volume 3
(J-0), edited by Erwin Fahlbusch, Jan Milic
Lochman, John Mbiti, Jaroslav Pelikan, and Lukas
Vischer. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2003.
918 pp. $100.00 ISBN 0-8028-2415-3.
Reviewed by Dr. John Jaeger, Reference Librarian,
Dallas Baptist University
The Encyclopedia of Christianity is a major refer-
ence work in several respects. The encyclopedia
contains articles covering the entire 2,000 years
of Christian history as well as ones covering over
170 different countries. The work also is a 
global resource both in that leading scholars from
various cultures and parts of the world 
contributed to it and also in that it examines
Christianity in its worldwide dimensions.
This encyclopedia actually is an expanded and
enhanced version third revised edition of the
German Evangelisches Kirchenlexikon: Internationale
theologische Enzyklopädie. Some of the material
added to the German encyclopedia were articles
on new countries, figures in church history and
topics of interest to English speaking readers.
Updates statistical information was added as well.
In the third volume, articles are between one-half
page to ten pages in length, and are signed. Each
article includes a bibliography at the end, and
longer ones also include an outline at the 
beginning. Entries cover concepts, events,
countries, and people, and these seem 
thoughtfully chosen. There are 342 articles in a
volume of 918 pages.
The Encyclopedia of Christianity is an excellent 
reference work that would be a fine addition to
any academic library.
Educating for Shalom: Essays on Christian
Higher Education, by Nicholas Wolterstorff.
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2004. 310 pp.
$24.00. ISBN 0-8028-2753-5.
Reviewed by Elizabeth R. Pearson, Library Director,
Montreat College, Montreat, NC
This book is a thought-provoking collection of
nineteen essays on the philosophy of Christian
higher education by Nicholas Wolterstorff,
Professor Emeritus of Philosophical Theology at
Yale Divinity School.The central theme is a call
for Christian scholarship that is guided by a
vision of shalom. Many of the essays address the
nature of Christian scholarship and academics in
the context of society.The author makes the case
that Christian scholarship has significant 
contributions to make to society and not just to
the Christian community.
Wolterstorff proposes a comprehensive “shalom
model” for Christian higher education. His
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vision of shalom would require social justice and
proper relationships to God, to others, to nature,
and to oneself. He calls for a just and responsible
community where God’s laws are obeyed as well
as a community that delights in living in right
relationship to God and man. In this model,
students would be trained to pursue justice and
struggle against injustice. The author contends
that Christian scholarship is, above all, faithful
scholarship and that the goal of Christian 
education is to prepare students for “critical
involvement” in the world and to offer them
alternative ways of thinking and living. Such an
education would provide students a “way of
being” in the world, not just a way of thinking.
A balance among the theories and data of 
one’s discipline and one’s Christian beliefs 
characterizes this view of scholarship.The author
asserts that quality Christian education must go
beyond developing a Christian perspective on
disciplinary knowledge and must actively seek
shalom. This requires responsible action to
address the suffering of humanity and to help
redeem God’s creation.
Likewise, Wolterstorff argues that Christian
learning is more than the integration of faith
with learning. It includes engagement with the
theories and methodology of the discipline itself
and conversations with scholars of differing
viewpoints. The author believes that Christians
need to be involved with the culture 
surrounding them in the pursuit of meaning
while working out a Christian interpretation of
experience. This is important in producing 
recognizable Christian learning. However, the
author notes that the goal of Christian learning
does not necessarily have to be different or 
distinctive; it should be biblically faithful.
These essays reveal Wolterstorff ’s thought 
development and show how his views intersect
with and diverge from many other thinkers and
philosophers, including Aquinas, Kant, Locke,
Reid, Calvin, and Kuyper. His views are cogently
argued and informed by a Reformed confessional
Christianity. Both the level of scholarship and the
quality of writing are impressive.
Wolterstorff challenges some traditional ideas
about the vision of Christian higher education.
This book will encourage Christian educators to
rethink their approach in light of the author’s
shalom model. An excellent resource for 
academic libraries, this book should be read by
anyone concerned with the purpose and task of
Christian higher education.
Emily Dickinson and the Art of Belief, 2nd
ed. by Roger Lundin. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Eerdmans, 2004. 318 pp. $24.00. ISBN 0-8028-
2127-8.
Reviewed by Elizabeth Pearson, Library Director,
Montreat College, Montreat, NC
Roger Lundin, Blanchard Professor of English at
Wheaton College, offers readers a more 
thorough discussion of the poet’s life and work in
this second edition of his acclaimed biography of
Emily Dickinson. In the preface, Lundin notes
the inclusion of a reworked and expanded 
section of notes, a bibliography of primary and
secondary literature, and a more detailed account
of Dickinson’s religious and intellectual 
background than contained in the first edition.
This edition also considers critical studies of the
poet that have appeared since the original book
was published.
Lundin’s fundamental premise is that, in living
her life as she did, Emily Dickinson was able to
produce a body of work that made her a major
American poet and at the same time enabled her
to become one of the most original religious
thinkers of her time. Emphasizing Dickinson’s
experience of faith, the author contends that
belief was essential to the poet although she
wrestled with belief and its uncertainties all her
life. The author connects Dickinson’s life,
revealed through her poems and letters, to 
developments in political, religious, and 
intellectual history of nineteenth century
America. In spite of her seclusion from the
world, Dickinson was sensitive to the 
transformations taking place in American
thought, and her spiritual struggles had a lot to
do with events that challenged Christian belief in
her day. Her disillusionment was very likely the
result of an age of scientific and philosophical
discoveries that were inconsistent with earlier
accepted thinking. As the author points out,
Dickinson’s poetry reflects a shift away from
external sources as the center of God’s activity
and toward the inner domain of the self.
The author notes that Dickinson created a 
complex understanding of God, poetry, and the
self. This “art of belief ” was informed by the
poet’s knowledge of the Bible, literature, her
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Trinitarian heritage, and by her highly developed
poetic imagination. Her genius was marked by a
keen ability to capture familiar observations with
metaphors that were original and profound.
This scholarly introduction to Dickinson relies
on both primary and secondary sources cited in
a detailed notes section and bibliography. An
index of first lines and an index of names and
subjects are included. The author’s perceptive
interpretation of selected poems is a strong point.
This eloquently written biography can be appre-
ciated by undergraduates as well as specialists and
is highly recommended for all academic libraries.
Wesleyan Perspectives on the New Creation,
edited by Douglas M. Meeks. Nashville, TN:
Kingswood Books, 2004, 200 pp. $30.00. ISBN:
0-687-03885-5.
Reviewed by Roderick T. Leupp, MLIS, University 
of Oklahoma, OK
The new creation is as big as, well, the new 
creation. More than any other theological 
tradition, with the possible exception of the
Roman Catholic, the bundled energies of
Methodism are poised to address the rippled
complexities of the new creation, which is way
more profound than any politician’s “new world
order.” A 2002 Oxford Methodist theological
conclave gave birth to the nine addresses in this
compact volume, which in their totality 
represent some of the best recent Methodist
political, ethical, cultural, social, and theological
thinking.
The essayists, in good inclusive Methodist 
fashion, testify to John Wesley’s famous 
deliverance that “the whole world is my parish,”
representing Africa,Asia, South America, Europe,
and North America. The equity equation 
stumbles somewhat in that only one essayist is
female, Mary Elizabeth Mullino Moore, who sees
the new creation as interwoven dynamics of
repentance, reparation, and reconciliation. For
the North American reader, the two most 
familiar names are likely to be Russell Richey,
who pays careful attention to Methodist 
churchly structures, and Randy Maddox,
who theologically explicates the “Wesleyan 
trajectory” of the new creation.
In today’s theological ferment, new creation runs
the gamut from ecological imperative, interior
spirituality, church polity and regulations, a 
proper biblical hermeneutic, and many other
topics. New creation is an organic metaphor,
such that every theological conviction necessarily
brushes up against every other.
The ten-page introduction, headed with Paul’s
new creation mandate (2 Cor. 5:17), is what
holds the collection together.The overall effect,
even so, is less a well-orchestrated photo album
than a series of slides each essayist shows from her
or his latest theological journey, or advocacy.
The reader unfamiliar with recent mainline
Methodist theology may leave a thoughtful 
reading of these essays wondering about where
the theological center may be, or if there even is
a theological center. The reader well versed in
such matters will likely rejoice at the flexible
solemnity and joyous piety of these musings, glad
that Wesleyan theology is after all much more
than an overheated heart and simple truisms.
Grace for the Workplace: Monday Morning
Incentive, by Paul G. Johnson. Victoria, B.C.:
EcceNova Editions, 2004. 128 pp. $16.95 ISBN:
0-9735341-0-9.
Reviewed by Jane B. Malcolm, Assistant Director,
Library Public Services, Oral Roberts University,
Tulsa, OK
Amazing grace, how sweet the sound that saved a
wretch like me!
John Newton’s powerful words still resonate over
two centuries later with people from all walks 
of life. Many who rarely step inside a church
know this hymn and find it comforting in times
of deep grief.
Central to Christianity is the concept that grace
makes possible a relationship with a God who
loves us despite our unworthiness. What would
happen if Christians took that grace into their
everyday lives and allowed it to inform their
actions, their decisions and their relationships?
In Grace for the Workplace, retired Lutheran Pastor
Paul G. Johnson shares his observations on the
discrepancy between Christianity’s message of
grace and the philosophy of the workplace,
where grace is rarely present. Exploring the 
reasons pastors are often out of touch with issues
most relevant to parishioners, the author sheds
light on the daily impact of this omission on
Christians in all walks of life.
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Littlefield, 2006.
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Essential Guide. Abingdon
Press, 2005.
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Caputo, John D. Philosophy
and Theology. Abingdon
Press, 2006.
Carden, Judy. What Husbands
Need. Kregel, 2006.
Chester,Tim. Delighting in
the Trinity. Monarch, 2005.
Crowley, Paul G. Unwanted
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and Hope. Continuum, 2005.




Johnson and the Intelligent
Design Movement.
InterVarsity Press, 2006.
Resources Available for Review
This thought-provoking book encourages
Christian managers to allow grace to inform
their management style.The author also makes a
compelling case for a renewed emphasis on grace
from the pulpit and a better understanding by
clergy of the world in which the laity spends the
rest of the week. Readers are challenged to walk
with a new awareness of grace and with fresh
inspiration to carry it with them throughout 
the week.
Parables and creative examples illustrate the
impact of grace on human experiences, and how
it can transform the workplace. “Conversation
Starters,” are provided to stimulate further 
exploration of the themes in each chapter. The
book ends with practical suggestions for 
implementing of these ideas, helpful footnotes,
and an index.
This is recommended reading for pastors who
want their ministry to be more relevant to
laypeople, for managers who wish to make their
management style more consistent with their
faith, and readers in all walks of life who wish to
see “the footsteps of grace” in their everyday
lives, and experience a fresh incentive to face
another Monday.
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